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Oi! Wimpy here, to guide you through the process of taking better care of your woollen 
garments. I can go on and on about this lovely, natural material and its impressive benefits. 
Wool keeps me warm during the winter and cool in the summer. Wool fibres are breathable 
and absorb large quantities of moisture, evaporating it into the air. It’s antimicrobial, which 
mostly means your woollens are pretty odour resistant. I’ve never met a sheep that didn’t 
smell fantastic! If you have ever had any wool garments, you know there’s something special 
about them.

Sadly, the production of wool has a massive impact on our planet. Sheep need lots of land and 
produce tons of methane (excuse me). The conditions for these sheep are sometimes quite poor, 
but it is possible to buy organic, mulesing-free wool which is much more friendly to us and the 
rest of the planet. Pay close attention to where materials came from, and under which conditions 
they were produced, when shopping for new woollies.

Better yet, buy your woollen items second hand! I’ve got some tricks up my sleeves - and inside 
this box - to help you bring a second life into your woollies. Use the needles and wool together 
with my wooden tools to keep them in tip-top shape. But let’s also not forget the woollen garb 
already in your closet, the most sustainable option! Those socks with the hole, your pilled jumper, 
that musty scarf your nan made you. There are plenty of techniques I can show you to revive, 
personalise, and make them last even longer.



Repair a snag in knitted or woven fabric with the snag repair needle! Before starting, massage the 
fabric gently in all directions. This allows the thread to go back into place as much as possible. 
Continue until the fabric around the snag looks normal. Pick up the snag repair needle and stick the 
pointy end into the fabric as close to the snag as possible. Slowly push the needle through until the 
rough part of the needle approaches the fabric. Spin the needle around to pick up the snag with the 
grip texture. Then push the needle all the way through and take the snag along. Let go of the snag 
on the other side of the fabric. Massage the fabric a bit more until no trace of the snag is left.
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Wearing woollens will often cause small fibres to come loose. These little hairballs then stick to 
the garment. You can call them pilling, bobble, fuzz balls, lint, whatever you like. Although pilling is 
totally innocent, it can give your garb an unflattering worn-out appearance. Use the Pilling Comb to 
instantly remove pilling. Lay your garment down on a flat but soft surface and use light pressure to 
work the comb from top to bottom. Work out an orderly routine to cover all surfaces. It’s best to use 
the pilling comb right before washing the garment. (I’ll tell you how on the other side of this poster). 
The laundry process will ‘close’ up the open fibres. Pilling typically happens to newer garments with 
lots of loose fibres. Over the years you’ll note that the more spare fibres have been removed, the 
fewer fuzz occurs.

For the fancy pants among us, suits, skirts, dresses, and coats in a woven wool or cashmere can gain 
a lot from a good brush. Brushing removes dust, dirt, and hair but also delays the need for a wash 
or dry clean significantly. To keep them pristine, suits should ideally be brushed after every wear. 
Lay the garment on a flat surface and brush against the lie of the material first. Do so gently: a 
firm sweep is good, no pressure is needed. Then brush with the lie, to finish the look. If you want to 
refresh your garment or want to remove a stain you can dampen the brush before use.

DARN IT!DARN IT!

FIX YOUR SNAGSFIX YOUR SNAGS

WOOL BRUSHWOOL BRUSH

FUZZ OFF!FUZZ OFF!



1. Clean up the hole by cutting away the yarn’s 
loose ends.

3. Using the darning needle and the darning wool, begin a vertical running stitch on the side of the 
hole going up, then down. Stagger the stitches approaching the hole. When you reach the hole, 
gently pull yarn across it. Keep the rows close together and the yarn tight, making sure to have the 
right tension. Once you have covered the hole, continue with horizontal stitches to create a grid over 
it. If it is still see through when you are done, keep sewing back and forth to create a denser weave.

2. Stretch the fabric over the mending macaron 
with the hole centered. Fasten the macaron with 
the rubber band.

PLAIN WEAVE DARNINGPLAIN WEAVE DARNING

The quickest and easiest way to repair a hole is through felting: I’m still amazed by how the wool 
fibres become one cohesive material. You can use a dry felting technique to repair holes visibly or 
invisibly. Personally, I’m all for showing off your creativity. But, for invisible mending, mix your wool 
fibres to get the right colour. Pro tip: use the pilling comb to remove fluff from your garment, and 
then mix it together with the fibres to get as close to the right colour as possible.

1. first place the garment inside 
out with the hole over the brush

2. put on top a nice little patch 
of wool fibres that will basically 
work as a plaster

3. place the felt needle in the 
holder and start punching the 
needle into the fibres, the 
garment, and the brush

4. turn the garment outside in 
and work the needle into the 
materials some more

5. repeat this process from both 
sides until you have reached a 
sturdy closure of the hole

DRY FELTINGDRY FELTING



Darning can also be used to strengthen a wool fabric which is thinning 
from wear and tear. When you notice this happening, on the heel of a 
sock or the elbow of a jumper for example, you can strengthen it by 
replicating the v-stitches on top of the already existing stitches. Start 
with step 1 & 2 as in plain weave darning, skip 3. 

Continue sewing until the entire area is duplicated. At your last stitch, push the needle through to 
the underside of the garment, tie off and weave-in any loose tails. Check out my video tutorial if you 
struggle.

5. start on the bottom right 
side

4. identify the area to 
replicate

6.  replicate a v-stitch first, 
see top detail too

7. continue towards the 
left

10. continue to the row 
above

11. repeat again, from left 
to right

8. replicate all the loose 
v-stitches...

9. ...until the end of the row 
on the v-stitch

The most important part of keeping woollens in impeccable state is to launder them 
with care. Don’t let care instructions intimidate you, continue reading on the next 
page to learn more.

The one thing Wimpy cannot repair is shrinkage. When your garment comes out two sizes smaller–due 
to a hot wash or high spin–I advise you to take it to the next level! Wash the garment again with 
some extra detergent on 60 degrees through a normal cotton cycle. You’ll end up with a lovely piece 
of felt, which you can  use on all kinds of projects. I’ve made mittens and toys this way, for example.

Wimpy was designed and produced by Foekje Fleur. All illustrations were made by 
Lauraine Meyer. Visit our website to watch free video tutorials and learn more. 
www.foekjefleur.com/wimpy

SWISS REPLICATE DARNINGSWISS REPLICATE DARNING

LAUNDRY DAYLAUNDRY DAY

HONEY, I SHRUNK YOUR JUMPERHONEY, I SHRUNK YOUR JUMPER



LAUNDRY LAUNDRY 
INSTRUCTIONINSTRUCTION

How to take care How to take care 
of your woolensof your woolens



Wool doesn’t need washing too often; it has antimicrobial 
properties which makes it fairly odour-resistant. 
Hanging your woollens out for a few hours usually does 
the trick. You should really only wash when absolutely 
necessary. I suggest you wash them at the beginning or 
end of the season.

FRESHEN UP!FRESHEN UP!

In general I recommend to wash wool on a low 
temperature. Before you start washing, check the 

label of the garment for special instructions.

FOLLOW THE RULESFOLLOW THE RULES

Sometimes dry cleaning your woollens is recommended, 
for example when your garment is lined with special 
fabrics like silk, or for some suits and other formal wear 
made from finely woven wool. Dry cleaning is a very 
chemical process but there are some environmentally 
friendly alternatives. Ask your dry cleaner about 
‘wet cleaning’ and ‘carbon dioxide cleaning’.

DRY CLEAN WITH CAUTION!DRY CLEAN WITH CAUTION!

If your washing machine has a special wool cycle, then 
that’s a pretty good option too! Set the temperature to 

20°C and turn the spin off or on the lowest setting. 
Add a small dissolved piece of a shampoo bar or baby 

shampoo to the machine. After the cycle, take your 
garments out immediately.

TAKE IT SLOWTAKE IT SLOW

Wool is made of hair which likes to be shampooed. I know 
mine does! Choose a cleanser carefully, but don’t worry if 
you don’t have a specialty product at home. Simply go for 
a regular mild shampoo (bar) or baby shampoo.

JUST LIKE HAIRJUST LIKE HAIR

Hand washing is always your best option, unless the 
labels says the garment can only be dry cleaned.

USE YOUR HANDSUSE YOUR HANDS



To save water, energy, and detergent, you can wash 
multiple woollies simultaneously. Just make sure they’re 
the same colour!

MATCH YOUR COLOURSMATCH YOUR COLOURS

To prevent pesky moths from laying eggs in your woollies 
you can use natural repellents such as cedar wood, 

lavender, and cloves. I like to make little anti-moth packs 
which I store with my garb. You can also use a room spray 

with essential oils to spray into your closet, not directly 
on your clothes.

NO MERCY FOR MOTHSNO MERCY FOR MOTHS

Squirt a bit of delicate wool detergent (available as bars 
and in bottles) into a sink or basin and fill with 20 - 30°C 
water. Turn the garment inside out, submerge it, and swish 
it around to allow the soap to penetrate the fibres. Rinse 
the garment twice to remove all soapy residue. Don’t wring 
out wool clothing, as they can lose their shape.

WELCOME TO THE SPAWELCOME TO THE SPA

Never ever use the dryer, but leave your items to dry 
slowly indoors. Place your garment flat on a drying rack or 

a towel to prevent it from losing its shape. It’s best to 
store wool items folded, hanging can change the shape 

and leave marks.

GIVE IT A RESTGIVE IT A REST

Seeing lots of tiny moth holes? Time to take action quick! 
Grab everything out of your closet and quarantine them in 
sealed plastic bags, and chuck them in the freezer.Leave 
them be for 72 hours, and only then wash your clothes to 
fully kill the moth larvae and eggs.

BAG IT UPBAG IT UP

After using and washing wool for a very long time, the 
natural water resistance will decrease due to the loss of 

the wool’s natural lanolin grease. Re-greasing can 
sometimes revive a garment and can be done with a 

special lanolin bath.

GREASE LIGHTNINGGREASE LIGHTNING


